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A circular phosphorus (P) bioeconomy is not only worthwhile for conserving limited mineral P reservoirs, but also for

minimizing negative environmental impacts caused by human-made alterations. Although P is an essential nutrient, most

of the P in concentrates based on cereals, legumes and oilseed byproducts is organically bound to phytate. The latter

cannot be efficiently utilized by monogastric animals and is therefore diluted into the environment through the manure

pathway.
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1. Mechanical P Separation from Whole Grains

All grains consist of three biological parts: endosperm, germ, and the hull with several different cell layers. From a milling

perspective, all components that are not pure endosperm, and thus do not serve as white flour are summarized as bran

and account for up to 27 wt.% of the whole grain. The outer layers contain the aleurone, testa and pericarp, as shown

in Figure 1 .

Figure 1. Composition of a grain and the outer bran layers (created with biorender.com, accessed on 20 October 2021).

In Europe, major cereal types produced and used as animal feed are wheat (32 to 45%), corn (32 to 35%) and barley (22

to 35%) . P in common grains, such as wheat and barley is mostly accumulated in the aleurone, which is a layer in

between the endosperm and the outer grain hull. Here, P is bound in the form of phytate within protein globoids,

accounting for up to 90% of the total P content . Phytate in corn, in contrast, is up to 80 to 90% accumulated within the

germ, thus also in the bran fraction . Therefore, two ways to separate a P-rich fraction in a purely mechanical way exist:

either grains can be fully debranned which leaves endosperm flour as a P-poor fraction or specific layer exclusion can be

performed. The latter aims to separate a very small grain fraction in the region of the P-rich cell layers, which, at the same

time, contains maximum P quantity.

1.1. Debranning

Bran, the outer part of the grain, contains many valuable nutrients, such as high amounts of dietary fiber, proteins, and

minerals . Among the minerals, especially P is enriched up to a three times higher content in the bran fraction than in

whole grains . Wheat in particular typically undergoes a milling process where the starchy endosperm is separated from

all other grain components for use in food industry , whereas wheat bran is mostly used in animal feeding . Other

cereals, such as corn and barley, are specifically grown for animal feeding and used as whole grains in compound feeds
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. However, debranning processes also exist for barley and corn. Barley is partly fed in a de-hulled form and corn is

debranned for use in the starch industry .

Wheat bran accounts for 20 wt.% of the whole grain on average; for corn and barley, bran makes up approx. 30wt.%.

About 72% and 76% of P is accumulated in wheat and corn bran, respectively . Barley bran contains

approximately 55 to 70% of all P . Thus, debranning can significantly reduce the total cereal P content by up to 70 to

80%. Especially phytate-P can be separated to an even higher extent of up to 90% .

However, with the debranning of grains for animal feed, significant amounts of fiber and proteins can be lost. In the corn

hull, especially heteroxylan type dietary fiber is enriched by a factor of 10, whereas proteins are evenly distributed

between bran and endosperm . Main nutrients in barley bran are the fiber components arabinoxylan and β-glucan.

For humans, it was shown that both components show positive health effects, e.g., through prebiotic properties or

cholesterol reduction, thus expected to be similarly positive for animal feed as well . Likewise, 30% of lipids are

accumulated in the barley bran; proteins, in turn, are mostly in the endosperm and therefore remain within a debranned

feed fraction .

When debranned corn or barley is fed, missing components need to be replaced in the diet . Also, some contaminants,

such as pesticides, heavy metals and undesired microorganisms are present in the outer grain layers, so that, for

example, removal of only the outer 4 wt.% was shown to reduce bacterial contamination by 87% . Thus, debranning

comprises both positive and negative secondary effects on nutritional quality of cereal-based animal feed to be

considered in compound feeding.

Particularly for wheat, debranning is already carried out to separate the food from the feed fraction . Thus, the P-poor

endosperm is not available as a feed component. Here, a specific layer exclusion is the only mechanical separation

technique potentially feasible.

1.2. Specific Layer Exclusion

In contrast to a whole debranning step, a specific separation of the P-rich grain part can prevent the loss of valuable

nutrients in the bran and a higher total mass for animal feed is retained. The separated grain mass should be limited to a

minimum, while the P content of the separated fraction is maximized . Considering a complete and pure removal of the

P-rich grain components, aleurone and germ, a similar amount of P is expected to be removed compared to debranning,

but a significantly higher share of the grain remains for feeding . The aleurone of wheat and barley accounts for 5 to 6

wt.% and contains 95% of P  . For corn, the germ with 7.5 wt.% of the whole grain contains around 90% of all P  

. Therefore, theoretically, 90 to 95% of P  (equaling 50 to 76% of the total P) can be separated from wheat, barley, and

corn, while over 90% of the mass remains available for feeding. In comparison to whole debranning (removal of 20 to 30

wt.% of the grain), 35 to 45 Mt/a additional P-modified feedstuff from wheat, barley and corn can be provided in Europe

.

Since the germ is located at the outside of the corn grain and differs in certain mechanical properties, its removal is

comparably unchallenging. Therefore, various processes have already been established for corn degermination, usually

comprising moistening to around 20 wt.% water content, a milling step and subsequent separation by density difference.

Degermed corn is used in corn starch production and the germ—being rich in fat—is currently widely fed or extracted to

oils . An exact separation of the aleurone layer, in turn, is hardly industrially feasible. The fact that the aleurone is a

difficult to access single- to three-cell layer within the grain makes the process less favorable to be implemented than

common debranning . A few patents were filed for an industrial separation of aleurone. The processes are all based on

various grinding and separation steps, as known from classical milling, although the type of separation significantly differs.

Here, the aleurone is separated by electrostatic forces, as aleurone cells contain specific structural sugar compounds and

are therefore charged differently than other cell wall components. This is the only yet known technique for a larger scale

aleurone removal from a bran mixture which reached purities of 60–90% aleurone cells . Thus, a significant amount of

P  can be separated by this process.

2. Enzymatic Feed Treatment

In contrast to mechanical separation techniques, a reduction in inositol-P, while the total amount of P and other valuable

nutrients remain in the feed ration, can be achieved by enzymatic hydrolysis. Enzymatic approaches aim for improved

bioavailability through hydrolysation of inositol-P present in the feed. This can be either achieved by feed rations with high

native phytase activity, therefore simulating the natural hydrolysis during germination, or by supplementation of

commercially produced phytases.
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2.1. Feeding of Phytase-Rich Feed

When using feed components with elevated plant phytase activity, P digestibility can be increased . Under

standardized conditions and using a low P ration, the P digestibility in pigs was determined several times using different

raw materials (various varying native phytase activities). P digestibility was shown to be highest in feeds with high native

phytase activity (wheat and rye), followed by feeds with medium phytase activity (barley) and feed components with low

phytase activity (maize or oilseed meals) . The native phytase activity in feeds is subject to large natural

variations (depending on genotype and environmental conditions), resulting in the different digestibility of P . In

grain-rich rations for monogastrics, it is therefore important whether the native phytase activity has been preserved during

the production process (e.g., at storage or drying conditions) . High temperatures (≥70 °C) and humidity often occur

during pelleting, significantly reducing the native phytase activity .

With increasing phytase doses, P digestibility can be increased until a certain plateau is reached. Degradation of phytic

acid beyond this level is not achieved due to limited solubility and the retention time in the stomach .

Schlemmer et al. found in the stomach contents of pigs only 10% of the phytase activity of the feed with high plant

phytase activity, and therefore conclude that there is a strong deactivation of phytases during digestive processes within

the stomach . According to this, there is only low activity of intrinsic feed phytases in the small intestinal chyme,

whereas added microbial phytases show higher activity in the small intestine. This is in line with subsequent research by

Schlemmer et al. where microbial phytases are reported to be more stable than intrinsic plant feed phytases to digestive

processes in the stomach and small intestine in pigs .

2.2. Germination of Phytate-Rich Feed

Germination is the first stage of ontogenesis in seeds as well as sprouting and begins with the uptake of water by dry

mature seeds. It is a mechanism in which metabolic processes are activated, resulting in morphological and physiological

changes . During germination, phytate is hydrolyzed by endogenous phytase and other phosphatases to release P,

inositol and micronutrients for plant development . Inositol-P and its derivatives are implicated in RNA export, DNA

repair, ATP synthesis, signaling, endocytosis, cell vesicular trafficking, and cell wall formation .

Soaking in water reduces phytate content in cereal seeds by the action of endogenous enzymes. It remains unclear

whether the increase in phytase activity is the result of the activation of pre-existing enzymes or based on de novo

synthesis of the protein . However, phytate hydrolysis during soaking has been shown to be influenced by temperature

and pH. Thus, soaking can effectively reduce phytate under maximum conditions for enzymatic activity . In addition, the

reduction is also favored by mass transfer, as phytate is water soluble, but loss of minerals, water-extractable proteins,

and vitamins also occur .

The effectiveness of phytate reduction is a species-dependent phenomenon, which is connected to endogenous enzyme

activity (Table 1). For lentil, a phytate reduction of up to 60% after 12 h pre-steeping and germination under a wet muslin

cloth for 48 h was shown . Greiner et al. showed over 50% reduction in rye grains during two days. After 10 days,

phytate content was reduced by over 80% . Pakfetrat et al. investigated the reduction of certain substances in wheat

grain during germination, among them phytate. After 14 days, phytate content was reduced by 63% . Reddy et al.

summarized phytate degradation rates for various cereal types. Rye showed complete reduction after five days, followed

by barley and corn with 66% and wheat with 52% .

Table 1. Total P, phytate-P and endogenous phytase activity in feed ingredients .

 Total P
(%)

Phytate-P
(%)

(Phytate-P/
Total P) × 100

Phytase Activity
(U/kg)

Cereals 0.23–0.31 0.17–0.23 59–78 56–5147

Legume seeds 0.33–0.73 0.08–0.33 21–56 32–258

Oilseeds 0.6–1.05 0.34–0.76 57–72 73–295

Cereal by-products (bran) 0.83–1.16 0.68–0.88 76–82 25–7339

2.3. Phytase as Feed Additive

Microbial produced phytases are routinely used in monogastric diets, representing the largest market for phytase

application. Especially fungal phytases with remarkably high temperature maxima ranging from 45 to 77 °C are well suited
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to withstand pelleting of animal feed . First commercialized phytases were derived from the fungal Aspergillus niger 
, Peniophora lycii and Penicillium funiculosum  which were launched in 1991 as feed additive.

Thenceforth, varieties of phytases have been discovered in the last 25 years. Enzymes from the Enterobacteriaceae

family, e.g., E. coli or Y. mollaretii  with specific activities above 1000 U/mg  lead to commercial bacterial

phytase products. Thereby, E. coli phytase AppA is one of the most studied and used enzymes due to its high specific

activity. In production, expression hosts are often fungal, even for bacterial phytases, to take advantage of post-

translational modifications and high titers . Glycosylation is reported to be beneficial for improved thermo-stability

.

Phytases with outstanding performances have been optimized by rational and semi-rational design or by directed

evolution approaches . New thermostable phytases were discovered by functional metagenomics .

Furthermore, chimeric enzymes are a future trend and highlight the great potential of DNA recombination strategies to

combine improved properties and generate new enzymes. A hybrid 6-phytase based on the genes of the

enterobacteria Hafnia sp., Yersinia mollaretii and Buttiauxella gaviniae was released in a commercial product

(Natuphos E) . Recently, a phytase chimera of Citrobacter braakii, Hafnia alvei and Yersinia mollaretii was reported,

which exhibit sequence identities of ≤80% to their parental enzymes .

Genetic engineering tailors phytases for their application in the feed market. The aim is to increase the enzyme stability in

vivo, i.e., in the intestinal transit (specific activity, pH stability and protease resistance) and/or its thermostability to

withstand feed pelleting .

2.4. Enzymatic Hydrolysis

Phytases catalyze the release of P from phytate in a stepwise hydrolysis reaction . The sequential hydrolysis of

InsP  proved an accumulation of inositol-triphosphate (InsP ). A full hydrolysis to myo-inositol is not achieved, due to the

structural conformation of these phytases. Even if some phytases are able to further hydrolyze to inositol-monophosphate

(InsP ), an accumulation of InsP  was observed . Thereby the hydrolysis pattern is influenced by the enzyme dose and

the substrate concentration. In vivo, phytases are able to further hydrolyze inositol-tetraphosphate (InsP ) . Reports

show that in the small intestine of piglets , InsP  was detectable; meanwhile, hydrolysis in vitro ended with InsP  .

Such studies can be performed with an in vitro system mimicking the digestive track in monogastric animals and allow for

valuable insights into the phytate degradation pattern. Indeed, a remaining challenge is that only up to 50% of phytate is

degraded in the animal intestinal tract , releasing considerable amounts of lower inositol-P (< InsP ). A challenge in

enzyme engineering is the further hydrolysis of InsP  and InsP  to InsP  thereby accessing complete and fast

degradation of the available phytate without compromising the thermostability and specific activity. Although phytase from

metagenomics analysis like for example rPhyXT52  and phytase blends of a 3- and a 6-phytase (different

stereospecificities)  were reported in vitro to degrade InsP  to InsP , an accumulation of InsP  in vivo was measured

.

Noureddini et al. studied the enzymatic hydrolysis of a side stream in ethanol distillation. Light steep water, a side stream

from wet milling of corn prior to fermentation, is a phytate-rich stream with a total P content of approx. 5 mg/g. After 7 h

treatment of the substrate with PhyA phytase extracted from Aspergillus niger, it was shown that more than 75% of

phytate was degraded, releasing significant amounts of P  . Herrmann et al. established a process using a side product

of food oil manufacturing. They reported the hydrolysis of phytate from rapeseed meal and several other deviled seeds

by Escherichia coli AppA phytase. An advancement of the process by using a blend of 3-phytase and a 6-phytase

(rPhyXT52/Dc phyt) reached 78 to 90% reduction in inositol-P in rape, sunflower, or soya meal. Thereby, the P recovery

by enzymatic treatment was increased by 40%, releasing up to 26 g P /kg of deoiled seed. The hydrolysis took place in a

reaction buffer at pH 5 and 37 °C during 6 to 16 h incubation time .

The “Value-PP process” (research project) which is still not industrially established, enables the mobilizing of phytate-P

from deoiled seeds, nuts and bran. An enzymatic hydrolysis with subsequent biotransformation recovers phytate–P from

food manufacturing side products which is accumulated in the yeast S. cerevisiae to polyphosphate (37 mg PO /g bran,

38.1 g polyP/L). Biotechnological production of polyphosphate-rich yeast extracts is a valuable food additive (preservative,

texture improvement, and flavor) which can be produced from rape meal, rice barn, wheat, soya meal, among others. The

emerging value chain leads to the valorization of the biomass as well as to P-reduced feed components. The total P

content of the meals after enzymatic treatment is reduced by up to 90% without compromising feed quality or ingredients

.
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3. Chemical Feed Treatment

Similar to the application of enzymes, chemical methods aim for a cleavage of ester bonds between the inositol ring and

the P groups. Common carbon esters can be hydrolyzed by catalytic use of acids (e.g., sulphuric acid) or bases (e.g.,

sodium hydroxide), while carbonic acid (in the case of a basic hydrolysis as the corresponding salt) and alcohol are

produced . Also, hydrothermal decomposition is a widely used technique in biomass utilization. Various compounds

were shown to be degraded and therefore better available for further processing, among them mainly ether bonds .

However, also simple esters can partly be degraded via hydrothermal treatment . Phosphomonoesters, in particular,

are hydrolyzed by use of acid, water and/or other nucleophiles via either a dissociative or associative mechanism, as

shown in Figure 2. Nonetheless, the reaction rate is low, although thermo-dynamically favorable, and therefore needs to

be catalyzed .

Figure 2. Dissociative (A) and associative (B) mechanism for phosphate ester hydrolysis.

3.1. Hydrothermal Treatment

A treatment of cereal products using water and elevated temperature has several effects:

Since phytate is water-soluble, a certain proportion is dissolved into the liquid phase and, therefore, eliminated from the

substrate .

At moderately elevated temperature, intrinsic enzymes are activated and therefore contribute to phytate hydrolysis 

.

Higher temperatures enhance thermal phytate degradation .

Up to 100 °C, phytate is reported to be chemically stable . However, soaking in water at lower temperatures can

already show significant phytate reduction in cereals. Incubation at about 15 °C for over 30 h is performed during the

malting process to promote germination of the grains (Section 3.2.2). Larsson et al. report a maximum phytate reduction

of 50% by malting barley. This results from an activation of intrinsic enzymes during the natural process of germination.

Other cereal types also show phytate reduction under these conditions, albeit to a lesser extent . With rising

temperature above 100 °C and treatment in water only, studies with brown beans showed increasing phytate reduction. A

maximum reduction of 65% InsP  could be obtained by hydrothermal treatment at 140 °C during 1.5 h . Here, a purely

thermal effect applies in addition to phytate solubilisation .

3.2. Acid Hydrolysis

Since hydrothermal treatment has a limited effect, harsher conditions for phytate degradation might be necessary.

Considering the mechanism of phosphate ester hydrolysis (Figure 2), inositol-P esters are particularly stable under basic

conditions, and the presence of the anion is favorable for the reaction . Therefore, further studies were conducted

only on acidic treatment, while there are no approaches for a basic phytate degradation described in literature so far. In

fact, a reduction in the pH during extraction was shown to support phytate degradation with an optimum at pH 4–4.5 .

Degradation usually comprises two steps: solubilisation of phytate from the substrate into the liquid phase and

subsequent cleavage of the ester bonds. Solubilisation of phytate is feasible under mild conditions by incubation of cereal

substrate with low concentrated HCl at room temperature . A phytate degradation for a release of free P-groups, in

contrast, proves to be more challenging. For a cleavage of the phosphomonoester bonds, elevated temperature is

combined with low pH, this being particularly achieved in the literature through utilization of HCl and lactic acid .

Lemmens et al. showed a 54% phytate degradation in wheat after 8 h by a single step 60 °C thermal treatment at pH 4.

The extraction solution consisted of 100 mM HCl in sodium acetate buffer . Even higher degradation of up to 96% in

barley was achieved through a multi-step treatment with 0.8% lactic acid. Bergman et al. examined a two-step acid
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soaking, with each step followed by a drying step. Best results were reached by soaking barley with 3.2 times the volume

of lactic acid at 48 °C for 1 h followed by 5 h drying at 48 °C. The treatment was repeated at 50 °C and followed by

additional drying of the substrate at 50 °C for 18 h and at 80 °C for 8 h . Comparably high phytate degradation was also

shown in 0.44 M HCl when using microwave radiation. Here, six stages each of 2 min microwave treatment at 650 W

were executed, however with a model solution of dissolved pure phytic acid. Likewise, over 99% of initial phytic acid was

cleaved for a liberation of free P . Microwave treatment of sorghum seeds alone, i.e., without addition of acid medium,

also showed phytate degradation, but with only a few percent and thus nowhere near as effective as presented by March

et al. . Therefore, a combined method of acid hydrolysis with energy input by microwave radiation shows the most

promising approach for phytate degradation in cereals. Table 2 provides an overview of all the methods discussed.

Table 2. Summary of the most promising methods for a P conditioning of cereal-based animal feed.

Treatment Process Substrate Phytate
Reduction Process/Conditions

Mechanical

debranning cereal grains up to 90% removal of outer hull (debranning) 

layer exclusion cereal grains up to 90% stepwise debranning/specific electrostatic
separation; degermination 

Enzymatic

co-feeding of phytase cereal grains 30–50% phytase supplementation 

germination cereal grains up to 100%
(rye)

2 days pre-steeping, incubation in H O, 25 °C, 5
days 

biotechnological
processing

deoiled
seeds, bran up to 90% 200 to 400 U phytase, 7 volumes H O, 37 °C, pH 4.5–

6 

Chemical

hydrothermal
treatment brown beans up to 65% 140 °C, 90 min, H O 

acidic hydrolysis

barley up to 96% 0.1 M lactic acid soaking, two-step heating at 48 and
50 °C for 5 h and 1 h, respectively 

phytic acid
solution up to 99% 0.44 M HCl, 6 × 2 min microwave heating at 650 W
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